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romans 10:13-15

For, “Everyone who calls on the name of the

Lord will be saved.”

How then can they call on the One in whom

they have not believed? 

And how can they believe in the One of whom

they have not heard? 

And how can they hear without someone to

preach? 

And how can they preach unless they are sent? 

As it is written: 

“How beautiful are the feet of those who bring

good news!”
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PART A:

WHAT IS
EFFECTIVE

EVANGELISM?
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Evangelism.
Matthew 28v18-20: 

Jesus came to them and said, “All authority in heaven

and on earth has been given to Me. Therefore, go and

make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Spirit, and teaching them to obey all that I have

commanded you. And surely, I am with you always, even

to the end of the age.”

Mark 16v15-16: 

And He said to them, “Go into all the world and preach

the gospel to every creature. Whoever believes and is

baptized will be saved…”

Consider the action words (or the keywords) of the

great commission: 

Going. Preaching. Discipling. Baptising. Teaching.
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What is Evangelism?
Many of us think of evangelism as preaching the gospel

to sinners. That is true. However, that is a narrow-

minded way of thinking about this sacred great

commission Jesus gave us! 

Evangelism is about reaching people with the gospel

message and bringing them to a decision for Christ.

There is however more to it than that.

Evangelism is a component of the Great Commission; a

process of translating your audience/listener from their

unbelieving status into disciples of Christ.

So, by evangelism, you are proclaiming the gospel

through all means possible, you are bringing unbelievers

to Jesus, and you are making them disciples of Christ.

Evangelism is part of the spectrum!

Evangelism is an all-encompassing process involving

Going. Preaching. Discipling. Baptising. Teaching.

You need to always remember that, as it shapes your

attitudes to sharing the gospel. It is like a pregnant

woman popping out a baby. You cannot just pop the

word and go. You have to nurture it.
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To halt and break a negative cycle. 

To destroy the power of sin. 

To break the hold of Satan. 

To draw people into a Father-child relationship with

God. 

To create an awareness of the Spirit that was not

previously there. 

To make people begin to live their lives in holiness. 

Evangelism is also a system, which requires a systematic

approach. This means your evangelism is likely to fail if

you are not systematic about it!

For a system to work, you must consider the plan and

the processes involved. Having a good evangelism

system means that you/your team/your church can

work strategically, consistently, and on multiple levels to

present the gospel.

The Power of Evangelism

EVANGELISM IS AN ACTIVE PROCESS!

It is an act powered by the Holy Spirit to make a

change in peoples’ lives.

Through evangelism, you are using the power of the

Gospel:
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Effective Evangelism

Communicating the good news.

Persuading people to want to accept Jesus.

Giving the listeners the valid opportunity to accept

Christ.

To effectively reach the lost, individual believers and

churches and denominations must make the ministry of

evangelism (which often includes church planting) their

major priorities.

To effectively communicate the Gospel of Christ, it may

also be helpful to think of Evangelism as a process.

EVANGELISM IS A PROCESS:
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Ineffective Substitutes.
There are three types of evangelism: Pulpit, Passive, and

(aggressively) Planned. 

They can all be effective, and at the same time, they

can all be ineffective nonsense. The approach matters. 

However, most of the ineffective substitutes to our

effectiveness in presenting the gospel hide under the

umbrella of passive evangelism.

Examples of passive evangelism include feeding

projects for the hungry, housing for the homeless,

church halloween parties, picnics, musical shows, talent

shows, comedy and dramas, and many other forms of

activities and outreaches that do not expressly share

the gospel.

Although many of the events and ministries are

effective for gathering people together or meeting the

people’s physical needs, the gospel has to be shared

successfully during these event times to advance these

gatherings into evangelical outreaches.

When we talk about Evangelisms, we must be sure to

differentiate between creative ideas for effective

evangelism and the ineffective substitutes.
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Many times, in today’s world, that is exactly what we do

as Christians, that is, ineffective evangelism. 

We are all caught up in activities that do not actually

advance the spreading of the gospel!

We actively run away from confrontations and we opt

for the watered-down activities. That is not evangelism,

but sheer waste of time and resources.
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PERSUASION: An
Essential Skill for
Effective Evangelism

You listen, identify, and quantify the degree of

commitment of your audience to their beliefs.

You gain credibility by entering their frame of

reference.

You challenge their frame of reference.

Persuasion is a tool we must incorporate in all our

evangelism projects in order to be effective in sharing

the gospel.

This approach is threefold:

This takes lots of skills and practising.

Let us consider some case studies from the scriptures.
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Case Studies: Persuasion
PAUL

STEPHEN

NOAH

When he went to Europe, his approach to evangelism

was different from when he was still at Asia Minor. In

Europe, he met with highly intelligent people, and as a

newcomer, he spent more time persuading them.

2Corinthians 5v11: “Therefore, since we know what it

means to fear the Lord, we try to persuade men.”

·Stephen presented the gospel by spending time

arguing with the smart people of his time.

Acts 6v8-10: “Now Stephen, who was full of grace and

power, was performing great wonders and signs among

the people.  But resistance arose from what was called

the Synagogue of the Freedmen, including Cyrenians,

Alexandrians, and men from the provinces of Cilicia

and Asia. They began to argue with Stephen, but they

could not stand up to his wisdom or the Spirit by whom

he spoke.”

Noah built an ARK – that was his tool for evangelism.

Sadly, he did not manage to win a soul in 100 years.

(500-600 years)
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The Journey to Salvation
1Corinthians 3v6: “I (Paul) planted the seed and Apollos

watered it, but God made it grow.”

The outcomes of evangelisms may be immediate, but

oftentimes, it takes a while.

There is a theory called the rule of seven, which claims

that on the average, people need to have been

exposed to the message for at least seven times before

taking the desired action, that is, a change of heart!

This makes evangelism a big issue – one you must do

repeatedly and in different formats, as you may not be

able to complete the process in one setting. However,

you must play your part. You need to sow that seed. Or

yours may be watering. The seed is the word of God.

Take for example, during the altar calls in churches, you

ask people to accept Jesus. This is important as a

component of evangelism, offering people a chance to

accept Christ.

However, from observation or from experience, you will

realise the same people come out or raise their hands

repeatedly, and when you invite ministers, they come

out again. What do you think is going on? (Rule of 7)
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The Word of God is powerful, and it can change lives.

However, faith comes by continuous hearing. 

And while Salvation is a powerful experience, the

change of life that comes with it is not always a once-

off change. That is a norm rather than exception.

For the most people, salvation is a process, a journey.

Paul got converted overnight, but it took the other

apostles three years of on-and-off before they made a

commitment for the Lord.

This desired change is however facilitated by the

amount of work or effort we put into it.

That is why we must not be afraid of saying the word as

it is, and doing it repeatedly, rather than going for the

ineffective alternatives. 

We must remember that if our delivery is weak, and if

our discipling is weak, then the output (which is the

desired change) will go on forever, and we will end up

with confused, half-baked believers who are not

equipped to live a godly life or to raise the next set of

disciples.
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Part B

WHAT TOOLS
SHOULD I USE

FOR
EVANGELISM?
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Tools For
Evangelism?

Acts 10v14-15: 

“How then can they call on the One in whom they have

not believed? And how can they believe in the One of

whom they have not heard? And how can they hear

without someone to preach?  And how can they preach

unless they are sent? ”

 

One thing we often forget or ignore as Christians is the

MARKETTING part of Evangelism.

To get people to listen to and accept what you are

offering, you need to sell it to them. And you need to

package it to their taste as well. This requires lots of

training, time, and practice.

One of the criticisms here is that we should focus on

Jesus and the power of the Holy Spirit for our

evangelism and not on worldly marketing strategies.

However, understanding that any missionary effort must

have its foundation in Christ does not negate our

responsibility to educate ourselves in the most effective

ways to reach people with the tools available. 
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The world has changed, and as people of God –

evangelists, missionaries, believers – we need to be up

to date, and use the appropriate tools and resources

for delivering our messages.

To engage in effective evangelism, as believers, we

need to use the winning tickets, and the appropriate

tools and resources – whatever those are – to make sure

that our messages reach the target consumers.

That is where we need to get it right, otherwise, we are

just dancing around the ineffective alternatives which

has so far turned the church into a giant circus!
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What Tool Should I
Use for Evangelism?

you need to know your community.

you need to know your audience.

You need to know your team (if you are working

with one).

Your team need to have the correct resources and

tools.

work best for you 

resonate best with your team 

connect best with the unchurched or unreached

audience.

To ensure this effective delivery:

Then you can determine which method and tool will be

best suited for your evangelism approach.

Factors to consider include the tools/methods that:
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Tools for Evangelism: 
More Case Studies

Billy Graham, who was hands down one of the most

respected evangelists in the world, used big

crusades as an evangelism tool. It is believed that

over 3.2 million people were converted at those

crusade events.

Recently I listened to Joyce Meyer who said as a

young believer, she used to join her church to put 

 tracts on windscreens at carpark as the tool for

evangelism (even though she hated that approach)

As a child, in my church, we used to march – we

would march in groups, stop at different spots

where people are gathered. At those spots, some

team members would preach to the crowd while

the other members of the group would share tracts.
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The 21st century
Obstacles to
Evangelism:
The world has changed, and we have lots and lots of

competition – for example, social media. And many

other alternative religions – scientology, new age, etc.

And many people now are opting out of religion as a

whole, claiming it is fake, useless, and that it had

outlived its relevance. Many believe that religion is a

tool for subjugation, and so forth. 

People in today’s world do not accept your claims on

face value anymore; in the terrain of the world today,

you need to have something relevant to offer before

you can be taken seriously.

People’s attentions are now the span of a goldfish. If

your message is not concise like 120 words of Twitter or

the 60 seconds of tiktok, then you are boring. 

Thus, you need to appeal to what your audience like.
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Furthermore, some of the old proven methods of

evangelism such as crusades and marches do not seem

to happen/work anymore in today’s world.

Tracts have disappeared.

Periodicals like magazines and newsletters too seem to

have disappeared. Besides, these things now cost a

limb and leg to publish.

Furthermore, money has become a god, so, if a church

project is not making money, which evangelism hardly

does, then people and churches do not invest in it

anymore.

Obstacles cont'd
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Case Study: Crusades
Think about crusades for example. 

Billy Graham, Reinhard Bonnke, and many other world

evangelists used it. But today, you do not get to see

crusades anymore.

To secure venues for big crusades these days is

practically impossible: too many obstacles – the

government licenses, police or private security of lives

and property, the funding, the collaboration with

churches without disunity, the greed, the publicity, it is

just too cumbersome. 

Not to mention that all the individual services are no

longer for God; every talent is now monetised. And you

now have to pay humongous amounts of money to your

own church members before they agree to contribute

to the winning of souls. 

You also have to get people to come for your events,

which now involves lots of incentives, publicity and PR

stunts, and wooing people to come and listen.

All these complexities involved in evangelism in the 21st

century now make it mandatory for us to look inward

and find effective methods of communicating our faith

to people who need to hear it.
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Search for Newer Tools
for Evangelism

The use of colourful and visually stimulating tracts

and other publications, both in print and in digital

forms, with accompanying Bible with the tool

embedded in it.

Celebrity testimonies as a tool for evangelism.

Facilitating discussions about the difficult issues

surrounding the Christian faith.

basic evangelism course.

resource for all Christians who would evangelise.

There are other tools and resources that people have

tried in recent times to make the gospel more attractive

and acceptable to the target audiences.

For the Audience:

For the Team:

How do you think these may be helpful? Recall the

section about ineffective substitutes.

HOWEVER, IN THIS WORKSHOP, WE ARE FOCUSING ON

CREATIVE WRITING AS A TOOL FOR EVANGELISM
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Part C

CREATIVE
WRITING AS A

TOOL FOR
EFFECTIVE

EVANGELISM
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CREATIVE WRITING
Hebrews 4v12: “For the word of God is living and

active. (quick and powerful). Sharper than any double-

edged sword, it pierces even to dividing soul and spirit,

joints and marrow. It judges the thoughts and intentions

of the heart.”

When it comes to creative content writing, I like to say:

Find your voice and use it.

It may not sound like the other guy, but it is your voice,

and your owe yourself – and God who gave you that

capacity, as well as your potential audience who need

it desperately – the responsibility to use that voice!

And it does not matter whether you are acting, singing,

preaching, writing, or operating in any gifting of the

Spirit.

You know, in evangelism, you are communicating the

Word of God, and God know just how best to use His

Words! Your business if to communicate it!
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As a writer, I struggled with this for a while, because at

that time, I thought I did not have the content to offer! 

Secondly, I did not know how to communicate that little

contents I had! I did not know if it was good enough,

how people would accept it, and so forth. 

However, I have come to make peace with the fact that

it is the Word of God; my business is to communicate it

and let the Owner of the Word back it up with power.
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Approach to
Creative Writing
In this workshop, I must warn that we are not going to

be teaching the art of creative writing per se.

However, we will be focusing on how to incorporate this

creativity into our approach to the delivery of the

gospel.

We live in a deeply social media and digital world. And

writing as a skill and as a trade has incorporated lots of

digitalisation.

So, when we talk about writing, it is not limited to pen

and paper, or printed volumes of book. 

Digital items and contents now form an integral part of

writing.

Written content, whether print or digital, plays a major

role in evangelism. Even the Bible itself is WRITTEN!

Recall the Rule of Seven: that people must hear the

same thing repeatedly to inform the required change in

attitudes, actions, and ways of life.
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Creative Content
Writing in Evangelism

You need to create or develop a comprehensive

content strategy that incorporates a diversity of

content – both traditional media and digital media

– that are working together to maximize impact.

Plan to repackage your content for different

platforms and for multiple communication channels.

This needs to be done consistently and repeatedly,

such that your target audience will likely come in

contact with one or several.

Be focused; let all your contents be speaking the

same message and reinforcing the same story as

much as possible.

The approach of creative content writing in evangelism

may be summarised as follows:
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Traditional vs Digital
Content Writing for
Evangelism
We are in a digital world. But the traditional media is

still relevant. So, we must make use of both in the

development of our content writing.

It is important to note that in most cases, digital media

is not necessarily a substitute traditional forms of

communication and should not be used as such. 

Digital media should be used as an addition and to

compliment traditional content writing, such that you

will be able to amplify your message more effectively to

a larger community.

You will realise when we are talking about content

writing in evangelism, it goes beyond writing books for

sale or free/sponsored distribution. It touches on every

component of the ministry of evangelism.

Recall: 

Going. Preaching. Discipling. Baptising. Teaching.
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DIGITAL CONTENT

Digital advertising messages and design

Digital newsletters/emails

Digital publications/blogs 

Digital flyers

Website

Social media content

Videos

Online resources

Podcasts etcetera.

I shall be focusing more on digital contents writing and

distribution in this workshop. Thereafter, we shall touch

on traditional contents writing, and then we shall

summarise and conclude.

Digital contents include: 

I will be addressing a few of these digital contents. 

Hint: As you give these digital contents, make sure they

have added your contact information as well, because

some of your audience may have questions or concerns,

and they should be able to reach you.
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1. An Active Social
Media Account.
If you want to evangelise in today’s digital world, you

must have an active social media account, at least,

that focuses on that mandate.  

These are mostly microblogging spaces – like Facebook,

Twitter, Instagram, where you can air your content.

You may not want to use your personal social media

account for religious activities, that is fine. But get one

that you will use to evangelise. Use at least one of your

social media accounts to honour Jesus. And be active

on it.

Secondly, you will sound unserious if all you do is to hit

the share button all the time, e.g., on Facebook, or you

are retweeting (on Twitter) or re-blogging all the time. 

You need a dash of originality as much as possible.

Remember they are borrowed spaces, they have laws

and restrictions, many of which contradict religious

opinions. So, you need to watch out. 
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2. Write a blog.

WordPress (https://wordpress.com) 

Wix (https://www.wix.com)

Blogger (https://www.blogger.com/about/)

Tumblr (https://www.tumblr.com) 

Starting a blog is an effective tool for evangelism.

Thankfully, in today’s world, starting a blog is something

you can do quite easily. 

You have platforms where you just need to

register/sign up, and within minutes, you can start

blogging. 

These platforms include: (you can search for more

online)

Tumblr has the additional benefit of both

microblogging and social networking.

You blog is your private space and your can use it to

express yourself the way you choose and write

whatever comes to your mind! 

For example, you can write your Gospel there and

share the link or screenshot with people. 

You can write short information for those who want

‘snacks’ or contents that are more in-depth.
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3. Create a Website.
A website is relevant especially if you have an

organisation or a church, or you are projecting yourself

out there as relevant in the field. 

The first thing people do is to run background check or

at least check your website to know what you are up to.

If you do not have anything credible, they may not

accept your message. 

People are quite wary these days and are more security

conscious. They do not want any charlatan parading

themselves as evangelists or missionaries.

Your website must provide relevant content, accurate

and reliable information, and must also meet the needs

of people visiting the site. 

And remember to update it frequently.

Sometimes, your blog site may be enough online

presence you need as it may double as your makeshift

website, but sometimes you may actually need to get a

website. 
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4. Landing Page

Carrd (https://carrd.co/build) – free & pro versions

Google Sites (https://sites.google.com/new) – free 

Mailchimp (https://mailchimp.com) – free & paid

versions

Unbounce (https://unbounce.com) (paid only)

In the absence or in addition to a blog site/website,

landing pages are excellent tools. 

A landing page is a standalone web page, created

specifically for a marketing or advertising campaign. 

You can put your contents or a link to your content –

e.g., from your website, blog, books, or even standalone

message – on landing pages and people can come

there to gain access to your content. 

Many landing pages also double as email marketing

apps.

Common landing pages include: (you can search for

more online)
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5. Start a Newsletter

Mailchimp (https://mailchimp.com) – free & paid

versions

Hubspot (https://www.hubspot.com) – free & paid

versions

Convertkit (https://convertkit.com) – free & paid

versions

Newsletters are effective way of touching base with

your audience and followers. It may be simple, it may

be elaborate, and preferably, regular. 

It is important that your newsletters are focused,

colourful, and uncluttered. Use right amounts of

pictures, scriptures, and so forth. Add your contact

details as well, where your readers could reach you.

It is helpful if you can get as many emails as you can,

develop your email list, then forward these newsletters

to them by email. Some people will click on it and they

will get the message. 

You can use email marketing apps to make it a lot

easier for you. 

Common email marketing apps platforms include: (you

can search for more online)
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6. Write e-tracts
and e-books.
This is one of the particularly important ways of sharing

the good news. 

For this conversation, we can consider ebooks to

include the following formats: pdf, Word, epub, .mobi. 

For epub and .mobi, you need specialised platforms

such as amazon kindle to access them. However, you

can read word document and pdf files on most devices. 

PDF documents are preferable in terms of versatility in

the design and readers satisfaction. So, preferably,

share your messages (ebooks and tracts) in pdf formats

to your audience. 

Alternatively, especially for tracts (which should have

maximum of one or two pages), you may consider

pictures formats – jpg or png – which can easily be

shared to people who might find them catchy and

come to the knowledge of Christ through those little

documents.

Platforms such as Canva can be quite useful for this

purpose (www.canva.com)
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7. Create comics,
infographics,
doodles, etcetera.
It is believed that a picture is sometimes worth more

than a thousand words. 

So, converting your messages into cartoons, comics,

graphics, or doodles may go a long way in passing your

messages across quickly. 

There are number of doodling apps that you can use, or

you can just contact graphics designers to assist you.

Common graphics/doodling apps include: (you can

search online for more)

Webtoon (https://www.webtoons.com/en/)

DC Comics (Free on iOS, Free on Android)

ComicRack (Android, iOS, Windows)

Paper (Free on iOS)

Doodle.ly (Free on iOS)

Bamboo Paper (Free on iOS, Free on Android)

Sketchbook Express (Free on iOS, Free on Android, Free

on Windows)

Draw (Free on iOS)
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8. Hire/Outsource
Creative experts.
You do not know it all, you may need to get help. 

Contract experts like ghost writers, graphic designers,

videographers, photographers, and social media

strategists to do the work for you. 

They will help you to bring out your ideas to life to

reach your potential audience in ways you possibly can

never do.
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9. Conduct online
Bible studies.
People may have questions, and you need to get the

correct avenue for it. 

Through these classes, you can share your contents with

your audience, and you can also get your feedbacks

from them.

You can compile the materials that you have written or

bought or downloaded to be used as tools in such

meetings.

You can send out an invite online or physically,

encouraging people to join you for online classes. 

These people may be your unreached and unbelieving

audience. Or perhaps training your team of believers.

Such classes can be text-based classes such as

WhatsApp and Telegram. 

Alternatively, you can opt for a video conferencing

platform such as through Zoom or Teams.
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Other Approaches:
Digital

Use social media ads. For example, Facebook ad

also shows on Instagram, and it may be an effective

way of presenting your gospel.

Create Facebook events

Start a podcast.

Go Live – e.g., Facebook live, Instagram live, Twitter

live, YouTube live.

Launch a YouTube channel.

Other approaches to sharing your digital evangelism

contents with your potential audience include the

following: 

Through these outlets – that is, through social media

ads, Facebook events, a podcast, going live, or via your

YouTube channel – you can easily share your contents

with your potential audience.
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TRADITIONAL
CONTENTS

Books, pamphlets, magazines, tracts – i.e., the

printed outreach materials. 

presentations, events, classes, seminars

wearables flare, ephemera, print/radio advertising 

direct mail pieces, billboards, flyers

bulletins, print newsletters

print publications/literature, other handouts

signage, posters, branded vehicles

letterhead, business cards

general resources

radio ministry, etcetera.

Traditional Content include:

Others are 

As mentioned earlier, digital contents do not replace

these, rather, they should all be used – as many as are

affordable, acceptable, adaptable – to complete one

another.

Furthermore, do not forget the rule of seven. So, you

should use as many as possible, such that your potential

audience may be attracted to at least one.
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This further emphasises the need to package your

contents in reusable formats such that you can easily

modify them to fit into other formats and platforms

whenever necessary.

One of the issues here however is financing. 

Traditional contents generally are more capital and

labour intensive because you need an actual content

that you can see and hold. 

While traditional contents are associated with lots and

lots of logistics, remember that they have been around

for ages, and many people are actually comfortable

with them. So, you need to make use of them.

For example, no matter how anointed ebooks are, and

no matter how appealing e-tracts or e-cards are, some

people will never read them! They prefer a book they

can hold. And you will be missing that entire

demography if all you offer are electronic!
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Special
considerations –
BOOKS
The most common traditional contents are the books –

which in today’s world costs quite a fortune. 

The Gospel needs financing. 

This is because most often, when it comes to

evangelism, you do not make money from it; you are

giving it out. 

For example, when you distribute tracts, it is kingdom

investment, and not for profit.

When you give books to young believers and new

converts, it is for their salvation and spiritual growth;

you are not likely to sell it to them.

However, sometimes, you may need to distribute these

items for profit – for example, magazines, comic books,

novels, and nonfiction books.

The important thing is to listen to God, and to trust God

for financing.
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Special
Considerations -
General

Whether traditional or digital, make sure you create

contents that can be repurposed. Remember the

rule of seven. If your audience needs to listen to you

seven times before they can change, then your

contents must have the capacity to be repurposed

seven times.

Write contents that are relevant to your vision and

mission, so that they will always be useful.

Use themes that are evergreen and events that you

can build on, so that your contents will be relevant.

With the exceptions of say copyright or publishing

dates, avoid adding dates to your contents if you

can help it. That offers you the opportunity to reuse

and repurpose then as often as you wish.
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Beware of
unnecessary
controversies. 
I decided to add this section because it is a tough

world out there sometimes. Remember that we live in a

world where there is so much intolerance for the

Christian faith, and the people who demand that

Christians should be tolerant are the most intolerant. All

they need is a bit of controversy from you to ruin your

budding brand and ministry.

Also, from this workshop, we realise that the way we

present the gospel has changed significantly from what

it used to be. So, we need to balance things – between

present the gospel as it is and presenting it in a way

that is adaptable to our environment.

For example, John the Baptist. His ministry was

powerful. He attacked the big religious bigots, the

soldiers, the civil servants, the sinful people, just name

it. And he was protected. Then at a point, he swerved.

And he began to criticise the King over issues of

adultery. “You are not supposed to marry your brother’s

wife”. And his ministry ended abruptly over that.
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Whether is it billboard or flyers, newsletters, t-shirts, or

any other publications, be aware of your environment.

Avoid potential confusion. And stay away from

controversies as much as possible. Yours is to present

the gospel, and not to be digging into sticky topics. 

Avoid issues that are racist, sexist, misogynistic,

misandrist, tribalistic, homophobic, xenophobic, or that

have the capacity to trigger unnecessary ruckus. 

Avoid bring your own biases into the Gospel. This is

difficult because it is your bias. 

However, if you are unsure, compare notes with others.

Even if you believe you are right, still seek opinion

before throwing things out to your potential audience.
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Summary & Conclusion
This is a workshop on creative content writing for

effective evangelism.

However, I took the liberty to expand the concept

surrounding the topic to include how to make our

evangelism effective in the digital world we find

ourselves, and in the face of increasing lack of interest

in the Christian faith (or in any religion for that matter).

The instruction of Jesus is still valid – we must share the

Gospel. How we go about it will however make the

difference between whether our messages will be

effective or not.

As a recap, we must remember that the message of the

gospel is the Word of God. 

It is our duty to be witnesses and not defenders. Jesus

said, “When the Holy Spirit comes upon you, you will be

my witnesses” (Acts 1v8). 

It is our duty to sow the seed. Jesus said, “the seed is

the Word of God” (Luke 8v11). 

What God will do with His Word is up to Him. But we

must do our part.
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Romans 10v14 “How then can they call on the One in

whom they have not believed? And how can they

believe in the One of whom they have not heard? And

how can they hear without someone to preach?”

In tune with the changing world, we must seek for

creative opportunities to present our gospel in such a

way that it will be effective and produce the desired

outcome.

We must beware of ineffective alternatives; they seem

more convenient, but they are useless if they are not

accompanied by the Word of God and the Gospel of

Jesus.

We must explore both digital and traditional methods

and tools while presenting the gospel.

Remember the rule of seven. Be prepared to present

the same message at least seven times and perhaps in

seven different formats to achieve the desired change.

This is however not a fast rule!

In today’s digital world, we need to explore and to take

advantage of digital content to the maximum. This

include being active online, have an active social

media presence, and have at least one of the

following: a website, a blog, a landing page, or email

marketing app that is dedicated to evangelism.
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Conclusion: 
Effective Evangelism
As believers, we have all been called to the ministry of

evangelism.

We all need to find our voices and to use them.

Find what works best for you; whether it is creative

content writing, singing, speaking, acting, or whatever

special skill you have, that is your tool. 

It is up to you to continue to work on those skills and to

perfect them. You matter. You count. And you have

something to offer.

Who knows? Your voice might be just that “seventh”

message that would effect the desired change in the

life of your hearer.

All scriptures are from The Holy Bible.

The Berean Bible (www.Berean.Bible) Berean Study

Bible (BSB) © 2016, 2020 by Bible Hub and

Berean.Bible. Used by Permission. All rights Reserved. 
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